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Thought for the

Chairman’s Chat

Month

Dave, G0DEC
We all get the same 365 days a year.
The only difference is is what we do
with them.

Happy new year to you all. I hope
you also had a good Christmas.

Blwyddn Newydd Dda

It was a shame we had to cancel the
Christmas social and close the club
for December. But the replacement
meetings on the air and Zoom
meetings went well.

Next Meeting:
MOTA with Zoom

The committee will review the
situation early in the new year.

11th January 2022

But the big news is we have a new
amateur in the club, Joe M7OTR
who passed his foundation exam
after joining us at JOTA 2021. I
think that sets a record from SWL
to licensed amateur for this club.
Well done Joe!
He is a regular on GB3BZ, please
listen out for him.
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That's all for now.
73 Dave G0DEC
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Meeting Reports
Mike, G8DJO

Best wishes for 2022! How many New
Year resolutions have you broken yet?
In my case none, ‘cos I didn’t make
any.
December kicked off with BADARS
Net no. 785 on 2m, in the capable hands
of our net controller, Melvin. Twelve
members signed in, with one or two
others just listening.

apparently being in Earth orbit. Thanks
to Howard for the use of his Zoom
account. The much sought after rare
call G1NPX, Helen, also put in an
appearance.
Finally BADARS (Zoom) Meeting on
the Air, no.37 took place on 28th
December, with approximately 10
members present.

Covid put paid to our normal Christmas
social arrangements on 14th December.
Our committee made a sensible and
early call to cancel this event, replacing
it with an ‘on air’ and Zoom event at
short notice. A variety of Christmas
fare was brought to the party, mince
pies, sausage rolls, Yule log to name
some. A few glasses were also raised
for the occasion. I think I counted about
18 members present, plus dog. The
Zoom element of the gathering gave us
a glimpse of a few peoples’ shacks, not
to mention a variety of exotic
Christmas headgear worn for the
occasion. Zoom also enabled Spanish
dxer Len to join in too, plus a scary
looking Richard was seen lurking in his
usual /M location (shades of Queen’s
Bohemian Rhapsody) Chris’ shack
appears to have the most enviable view,

Antenna Improvements,
pt1- 70cm beams
Howard, G6LXK

For 70cms SSB work I have been
using one of those Diamond
Antenna 15 element beams.
Nicely made, quite lightweight, and
the
boom
separating into
two pieces for
storage. I plan to
stack two of
these, as I already had a restored
4
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project sat stuck for a couple of
months until I spotted Cushcraft’s
equivalent antenna. Their design
does features a gamma match, and
the helpful assembly instructions
easily downloaded showed me all
the dimensions that I would need to
build my own. The match bar is a
long low value capacitor. I had to
change the fed-element to a 1-piece
tube, and bolt its centre to the boom.
B+Q stock a range of high quality
aluminium tubes most suitable for
antenna element use.
For the sake of time
I elected to borrow a
thinner rod from a
spare antenna (sorry
HB9CV) to make
the
gamma’s
internal rod. The
insulator
used
between them was a
short length of
coaxial cable PVC
outer sleeve.

power combiner, so I bought
another antenna from MoanRoker.
When it arrived it was actually the
R (revised) version, not as it had
been advertised, and not of the same
design. So first job was to update
the build of the old one so they were
both exactly the same. However,
they do fit SO239 sockets, not ideal
for UHF. In order to replace this
with the better N-type socket, I have
to drill the rivets out to open the
connection case. Inside, the
matching
circuit
is,
well,
disappointing. Just two pieces of
thin twisted wire to match/connect
to the dipole ends. With both
antennas I built a different match
circuit, a quarter wave ‘pawsey
stub’, see picture.
A tight squeeze
for a half-Y pair
of cables. That
wouldn’t match
at all - despite
lots
of
adjustment to the
elements and the
stub length. Time
to rethink. Now,
some of my other
VHF antennas use a gamma match,
but I could not find any designs for
UHF in my reference books. So this

My antennas are to be located
indoors, so I won’t need them to be
watertight. I will give you a progress
report in part 2, although I can
report hearing the PI7CIS beacon
most of the time from here, with just
one beam antenna, a distance of
138miles.
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levels of ionising radiation mean that it
is a controversial topic that is still under
active investigation. It remains unclear
if such exposure is indeed harmful and
there is no consensus among scientists
(see for example: Front.Phys.
12 August 2020
https://doi.org/10.3389/fphy.2020.00
234)

‘Elf & Safety’
Mike, G38DJO

I am no great fan of ‘Elf & Safety’
when it’s just ‘backside covering’ in
disguise.

Having seen discussions about the
radiation hazards of vintage radio
equipment, most recently in the
VMARS group posts, opinions here
vary greatly among members of this
organisation. Among radio amateurs in
general the variation in knowledge and
understanding of this topic is very
likely to be much greater I suggest.
Determined not to fall into the antiscience / unscientific approach I see too
often, I decided to check out my own
situation.
A wave of a Geiger counter around my
shack confirmed two manmade sources
of radiation I had brought into the
shack. A WW2 pocket watch bought to
go in the watch holder on the front
panel of my 19 Set (it doesn’t fit by the
way) and a WW2 ex-RAF pocket
compass inherited from my father-inlaw.

But sometimes, no matter how
informed and smart we think we are, it
is a good idea to check things out rather
than simply assume all is well. This is
especially the case when the hazard is
invisible to us such as is that from
ionising radiation. And yes I can name
some people who are, or have been,
trained radiation protection officers
who show a complete lack of scientific
approach in their attitude to this subject.
The history of science is full of
examples of cases where the facts of a
situation are at odds with human
intuition.
There is no escaping ionising radiation
we are all exposed to it from a variety
of sources, natural and human-made.
The difficulties of assessing the health
risks of long term exposure to low
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In both cases these have luminous
markings activated by Radium, an
emitter of ionising radiation. This also
produces Radon gas which emits alpha
radiation. Breathing this gas in puts it in
intimate contact with the lungs-not a
good idea.
Now there are places where radon levels
are excessive, New Scientist, 5 February
1987 p33 ran an article about a public
toilet in a health centre near Dartmoor
in which spending one hour gave you
more radiation than the recommended
maximum level for one year! I wasn’t
expecting such dramatic levels in my
shack. I bought two ‘Radon detectors’
from A1 Radon, a company that
provides monitoring, advice and
mitigation measures.

Whole House Annual Ave 32 Bq m-3
Location
Lounge
Shack

Actual Result/Bq m-3
22
24

These figures are less than 25% of the
lowest level of any concern.
This does not mean the watch and
compass are entirely ‘safe’ For example
the compass dial luminous paint is
exposed. Touching this could lead to
contamination with of the radium
containing paint-best avoided!

If you have any old equipment with
luminous markings it would be worth
taking
appropriate
precautions,
especially if the paint in question is
deteriorating and or exposed. Also bear
in mind vintage radio equipment may
contain other hazardous materials but
that’s beyond the scope of this article.

One of the detectors

Next Month
What items can you
contribute???

They cost £20, including analysis. One
was left in the shack the other in the
living room for 3 months. These were
than sent to a UK Health Security
Agency approved lab for analysis and
the results forwarded to me. No radon
issues in the shack I’m pleased to say.

Plus the usual …
New Events, Rallies, Contests, etc.
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been unable to use my HF radio even
for receive so have resorted to the
internet and WebSDR. I haven’t done
that for a while and wow has it
changed! There is a list of active
WebSDR servers at websdr.org that as
I write has 182 servers with 1616 users
and covering 810MHz of radio
spectrum.

WebWorld
Richard, G4FJC

As we start 2022 and as mentioned last
month, I have been thinking about our
web site development. The only
feedback I have had is that it looks OK
as it is, so I have been wondering if I
should be concentrating on the content
rather than the style, especially as what
looks good is a very subjective
judgement!

The most popular is the original
University of Twente server which
covers all frequencies up to 29Mhz
(399 users) but the surprise was the
second most popular being the BATC
and AMSAT-UK one covering the
QO-100 satellite 10GHz downlink
which has 94 users. If you scroll to the
bottom of the list you will see a global
map showing where all the servers are.
They are mainly in North and South
America and Europe but there are quite
a few others dotted around.

Over the next month I plan to give some
thought to what we could add to the site
to make it more useful to members and
visitors. Whilst that may involve some
style changes, that won’t be the main
priority. Please let me know via the
contact us page if you have any ideas
and I will update you on progress next
time.

That got me thinking of the fun to be
had with this great resource and how it
relates to the other global monitors
such as WSPRnet and PSK Reporter.
If you haven’t done so yet, why don’t
you listen in to one or two servers and
tune around. Just be aware though that
some of the WebSDR servers need
amendments to some browsers to work
- maybe this would be a good meeting
topic or Barscom article?

During our Zoom meetings, I noticed
that a few of us are using headphones or
headsets so I thought that you might
like to watch the ML&S you tube
channel interview with Bob Heil. He is
something of a legend regarding radio
headsets and it's a fascinating life story
with lots of technical information and
live tests.

That’s enough for this month or I will
be told off for overrunning-just like
on the club nets!!

With my Christmas lights up around my
house causing massive QRN, I have
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assistance you may want. There are
different sections for entries in this
Club Contest and so new Foundation
Licence holders may compete in the
low power (10 watts) section so don't
be shy, come and join us on the band
and see what you can achieve in this
friendly contest.

Contest Corner
Geoff, G1GNQ
Hello, Happy New Year to you all &
welcome to the first Contest Corner of
2022. Lets hope it is a better year than
21 has been with all the Covid Problems
we have endured. The contest year starts
off with the RSGB AFS and HF Super
League 80 & 40 metre rounds in January

VHF Contesting in 2022 is set to be a
busy affair, should you wish to take part
in any of the many different leagues
please have a look at the information
regarding the VHF/UHF/SHF contests
at: rsgb.org/vhf/

Sat 8th Jan.13:00-17:00 80 /40 AFS CW
Sun.16th Jan 13:00 - 17:00 80/40 AFS Data
Sat. 22nd Jan 13:00 - 17:00 80/40 AFS SSB
(All times UTC)

As well as the AFS and CC contesting
we hope to put the club call on the air
for VHF Field Day, National Field Day
and HF SSB Field Day this year. All
members are very welcome to come
along to our contest site at Stisted and
have a go at operating, logging, or just
observing to see what we get up to in
these contests. Physical assistance with
the erection of antennas and associated
equipment including the mess tent is
always needed and much appreciated.
If nothing else the Sunday Breakfast
Catering at the 24 hour contests is not
to be missed!!

For more information on this contest
please contact Geoff G1GNQ or take a
look at the rules on the RSGB web site
rsgbcc.org/hf/rules/2022/rafs.shtml
We then have our 80m CC competition
for the Spring and Summer series:Mon 7th Feb. 20:00 - 21:30 80m CC SSB
Wed 16th Feb.20:00 - 21;30 80m CC Data
Thur 24th Feb.20:00 - 21:30 80m CC CW
(All times UTC)

We had some very good results from our
regular participants in the autumn series
last year so have a nice target to aim to
beat this year. These short one and a half
hour sessions on the 80m band from the
warmth and comfort of your home shack
can be quite enjoyable and if you would
like to take part please contact Geoff
G1GNQ for any information or

Let's hope we can take part in more of
these activities in the coming year
without the threat of Covid hanging
over the arrangements.
That's enough from me for this month
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Pantos, Birds & Boats Quiz - John, M5AJB
1. In which panto does Buttons appear?
2. What bird features on the logo of the RSPB?
3. Which organization did the ship Rainbow Warrior belong to?
4. Which is the largest bird of prey?
5. In Jack & the Beanstalk what does Jack get in exchange for his cow?
6. Which is the fastest running bird in Britain?
7. Which cruiser can be found as a museum on the THAMES in London?
8. The Ugly Sisters make an appearance in which festive pantomime ?
9. Which is the smallest British bird?
10. Now a hotel, in which US port can you find the liner RMS Queen Mary?
11. In Cinderella what does the Fairy Godmother turn into a coach?
12. Which is Britain’ commonest bird of prey?
13. What were the names of Titanic’s two sister ships?
15. What phrase does the Giant in Jack & the Beanstalk say when he can smell Jack?
16. Which bird of prey has the country name of Wind hover?
17. Established in 1919 which is the oldest airline that is still operational today?
18. On which stretch of water would you expect to see a Norfolk Wherry?
19. What name is given to the leading man in a panto , usually played by a woman?
20. With a record breaking 44 platforms, which is the largest railway station in the
World?
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Club Meetings, Activities and Nets 2022
DATE

MEETING TOPIC

EVENT

04/01/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

11/01/2022

Radio at Sea G0JMT

Club Meeting

18/01/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

25/01/2022

TX Factor 25 and Natter Night

Club Meeting

01/02/2022

NET 145.375 20:00 UTC

08/02/2022

Antenna Analyzer Clinic & Workshop G0DEC

Club Meeting

15/02/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

22/02/2022

Amateur Astronomy-Mike G8DJO

Club Meeting

01/03/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

08/03/2022

Raspberry PI In the Shack G4FJC

Club Meeting

15/03/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

22/03/2022

Antenna Tuning Units

Club Meeting

Club Net

Clinic and comparison workshop G0DEC
29/03/2022

Net on GB3BZ Repeater

Club Net

05/04/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

12/04/2022

Rivenhall Airfield Mike Bardell

Club Meeting

19/04/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

26/04/2022

Sudbury TV Transmitter site History

Club Meeting

And Terrestrial Digital TV
IAN G4ZJH subject to confirmation
03/05/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

10/05/2022

Sausage & mash + Quiz Night

Club Meeting

17/05/2022

Net 145.375 20:00 UTC

Club Net

24/05/2022

TX Factor 26 and Natter Night

Club Meeting

31/05/2022

Net GB3BZ 20:00 UTC

Club Net

For updates check BADARS.co.uk
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Rallies
6 Feb – Red Rose Rally

Rallies continue to change very
frequently, in response to COVID.
Check before you travel.

St Josephs Hall, Mather Lane,
Leigh WN7 2PR
Doors open 10.30am

30 Jan – Lincoln Shortwave Club
Winter Radio Rally

[wmrc.co.uk/rally.htm]
(For the adventurous!-Ed.)

Wragby Town Hall, Louth Road,
Wragby, Market Rasen.
Lincolnshire LN8 5PH

10 Feb – ARRL National
Convention

Talk In 145.375MHz. Indoor
event. Doors open at 10am
(disabled 9.30am), entry £2. Bacon
Butties and refreshments available
on site.

Orlando, Florida 32821, USA
[www.arrl.org/arrl-expo]
11-13 Feb – 75th Orlando
HamCation

Bookings: Graham, M1DHV, 0777
287 8266 or contact@m1dhv.co.uk

Central Florida Fairgrounds and
Expo Park

Feb – Canvey Rally

Second-largest ham radio
convention in the United States.
65+ commercial traders, huge boot
sale area, US ham license tests.

Cancelled
With regret the organisers have
cancelled the rally for 2022 due
to the uncertain nature of the
pandemic.

[www.hamcation.com]

See RSGB website for full listing.
http://rsgb.org/main/news/rallies/
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Contests
VHF

Every 3rd Tuesday

HF Championship
AFS Super League
2000-2230
(Local)

22 Jan 1300-1700
RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests
Phone
HF Championship
AFS Super League

1.3GHz UKAC
Every 4th Tuesday (Jan-Nov
Only)
1930-2230
(Local)
SHF UKAC

7 Feb 2000-2130
80m CC SSB

6 Feb 0900-1300
432MHz AFS
AFS Super League
HF 2022

16 Jan 1300-1700
RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests
Datamodes
https://www.rsgbcc.org/vhf/

http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/

Committee
Chairman:
Dave, G0DEC

07974267421

Secretary:
Geoff G1GNQ

01376 563370 46 Kelvedon Road, Coggeshall Hamlet

26 Falkland Court, Braintree

Treasurer
Colin M6NCU
Ordinary Members:
Edwin G0LPO & Tim G0JMT
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Braintree and District Amateur Radio Society
The Club meets every 2nd and 4th
Tuesday of each month at St. Peter’s
Church Hall, St. Peters Road, off The
Causeway, Braintree. Doors open at
7:30pm, meetings run from 8:00pm to
10:00pm
Membership is £16.00 annually; Senior
Members (State Retirement Age) and
Junior Members (under 18 yrs) pay
£10.00. A door fee of £1.00 is payable
at each meeting by members and
visitors.

attachment on the 7th of each
month. Where a member does not
have access to email, they should
discuss alternatives with the
Secretary.
The Club Net operates on 2m on
the 1st and 3rd Tue of the month
on V30 (S15), 145.375MHz,
starting at 20:00h local time.
Where a month has 5 Tuesdays the
5th Tue net will be on GB3BZ i/p
438.450MHz o/p 430.850MHz,
CTCSS 110.9

BARSCOM the club magazine is
sent to members as an email

Please send articles for publication to
mike.adcock@physics.org
The deadline for submissions for the next edition
is 1st of the month. Items will be published in the first
available edition subject to space availability.
For more information and pictures of events and projects see
our Web Site at www.badars.co.uk
Please contact our Chairman for details about commercial
adverts.
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Quiz Answers (there was no question number 14)
1. Cinderella.
2. The Avocet.
3. Greenpeace.
4. White Tailed Eagle.
5. Magic Beans.
6. Pheasant.
7. HMS Belfast.
8. Cinderella.
9. Goldcrest.
10. Long Beach California.
11. A Pumpkin.
12. Buzzard.
13.Olympic & Britannia.
15. Fe Fi Fo Fum I Smell the blood of an Englishman.
16. Kestral.
17. KLM.
18. The Broads.
19. Principle Boy.
20. Grand central Station – New-York.
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